Premium Starting Line Control
Part # SLP

MOUNTING/ INSTALLATION
Remove your throttle cable from your carburetor and remove the rod end that’s hooked to your carb.
The base of the air cylinder has been tapped to fit either a solid rod (1/4 -28) or cable (10-32) linkage. In
most cases it is necessary to reroute your cable, move your cable mount back, or shorten your throttle
rod length (a throttle stop cable bracket is available from BRP). Mount the air cylinder on your cable or
rod linkage. Install the other end of the cylinder to your carburetor with the rod end supplied. During
these steps the cylinder should be in it’s retracted (shortest) position- use the adjustment collars to insure
this. It is important to verify that there is no catching or binding anywhere in the system that will interfere with cylinder expansion. After installation, have a friend step on the gas pedal and check for full
throttle (this should be done without the engine running). Also check to make sure your pedal is stopped
by an absolutely solid and rigid pedal stop. At this point you will never have to re-adjust your throttle
cable or rod again, all stroke adjustments are done separately.
Mount the “square” solenoid valve in a spot suitable to allow easy plumbing and access. Use 6-32
screws through the 2 mounting holes, with washers between the mounting surface and the solenoid
valve– do not over tighten the solenoid when mounting, this can cause the solenoid to leak. If you purchased the throttle cable bracket from BRP, it has a place to mount the solenoid valve.

WIRING
As a downtrack ET control T/S:
The solenoid has 2 wires, connect one wire to a GOOD chassis ground and connect the other wire to
your throttle stop timer. Refer to your timer for proper wiring (it usually goes to the terminal labeled
“off/on”, “throttle stop” or “N.O.”)
As a starting line control (with a delay box):
The solenoid has 2 wires, connect one wire to a GOOD chassis ground and connect the other wire to the
appropriate terminal on your delay box. If you are using the starting line enhancer feature in one of our
Mega Series Delay boxes, refer to delay box manual as it will with connect to either the SFO terminal

or the Throttle Stop terminal depending on the box.
As a starting line control (without a delay box):
The solenoid has 2 wires, connect one wire to a GOOD chassis ground and connect the other wire to the
“hot” transbrake solenoid solenoid wire.

PLUMBING
The solenoid is remotely mounted. Extra air line included to go out from the solenoid to the throttle stop cylinder. Connect the air line between the “2” or “out” port on the solenoid and the fitting on the cylinder.
***Connect the air line from the bottle to the number “3” or “exh” port on the solenoid.
Note: If you purchased a needle valve (part # NV), you should install the needle valve in the #3 (exhaust) port.
This is where you connect the air line from the co2 bottle.

STROKE ADJUSTMENT
The stroke adjustment (to set the throttle closed position) is made with the bracket assembly provided. Use the
allen wrench to loosen or tighten the “stop” which sets your adjustment. The “stop” consists of 2 locking collars. Only one collar is needed, the second collar is a backup.

Maintenance- It is a good idea to lubricate this system once a year. To do this, turn off the CO2 bottle
valve and disconnect the air line that goes from the bottle into the fitting on the solenoid. Place 2 or 3
drops of a light oil into the solenoid fitting. Air tool oil is good, do not use a solvent based oil.
Biondo Racing Products, Inc., shall not be liable for injury, consequential, or other type of damages resulting from the use of it’s
products. This warranty is in lieu of all other warranties of merchantability or fitness of use.

